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Eileen:I am most sorry for the delay in replying to your email. As you mightimagine, I am deluged with tasks 

connected with the completion of mymanuscript on Oswald. That is the only reason for the delay and my 

silence.Yes, I very much intend to follow through on and complete the donation ofthe promised audio 

materials.Here's where that situation stands as of right now:1. I told Tom Samoluk that Pat Valentino, a very 

competent and professionalaudio person who I've known for years (he made some of the dupes used inthe 

ARRB depositions, on short notice) would be doing the work--i.e., theconverstion from tapes (which are years 

old, but ok to play, at leastagain, for this purpose of copying them to DAT (digital audio); and weagreed on a 

price of $1500 as compensation for Valentino. (I believe Patsend in paperwork that was requested by Tom, 

describing his operation; andit Tom indicated everything was ok).2. Then a small glitch developed at my end. I 

told Tom there was a problemin getting a machine which would play back the recordings, many of whichwere 

made at 1-7/8 ips (inch per second). (My original machine---a SONY TC800 (the identical model used by Nixon 

to create the Watergate tapes)---wasnot functioning. At that point, I put in some time searching around 

LosAngeles for someone to repair/rehabilitate that machine.I accomplished this---it cost about $120 as I recall--

-and it was shortlythereafter that Tom left ARRB.3. At that time, I was hit with numerous tasks and 

responsiblities inconnection with my work. Just to give you an idea: I am now renting 3 fullrooms up here at 

the City National Bank Building in Los Angels, plus 3large walk in storage areas, and I've got about 30 filing 

cabinets worth ofmaterial on which I'm riding herd. My problem has been that I'm supposedto stay totally 

focused on just writing, but my interviewing has continued,and life does go on. For example, when I did the 

Zapruder memo for theARRB, it cost me a week. And each task competes with an editor in New Yorkwho is 

demanding pages. But this donation of the audio materials to theARRB is very important to me, and I intend to 

see it through.4. I've now got a repaired 3 speed tape recorder, ready to be overnightedto Pat Valentino in Las 

Vegas; and he assured me last week he will do theconversions to DAT (digital audio) just as fast as he can.5. 

Please confirm that the promise of payment to Pat Valentino for thisaudio conversion still holds. I will send 

him both the 3-speed SONYrecorder, and the tapes, so the process can begin. The result should bequite good 

and of enduring value. The information is important and, when itcomes to technical matters, Pat is quite a 

perfectionist.Sincerely,David
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